RIVERS, THE VEINS OF OUR COUNTRY

First Nations involvement in managing water for the
environment in the Murray-Darling Basin, 2019–20

Cultural knowledge informing water use at Chowilla Floodplain
Aboriginal Waterways Assessment at Coombool Swamp, South Australia
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By Fiona Giles — First Peoples Coordinator
We acknowledge the First Peoples of the River Murray
and Mallee Region as the custodians of the greater
River Murray and Mallee region and that their cultural
and heritage beliefs are still as important to Traditional
Owners, the living Ngaiawang, Ngawait, Nganguruku,
Erawirung, Ngintait, Ngaralte, and Ngarkat people
today.

Traditional Owner, Delilah Lindsay noted that
“Coombool Swamp needs more water, it’s a little bit
unhealthy as the black box trees need more water in
the area around the swamp”.

Aboriginal Waterways Assessment
Aboriginal Waterways Assessments (AWA) are used
by Traditional Owners to assess the cultural values of

Tjowila (Chowilla) is the Traditional homelands of the
First Peoples of the River Murray and Mallee (FPRMM)
and is one of the six Living Murray icon sites in the
southern Murray-Darling Basin. In
2019–20 water for the environment was delivered
to several sites on the Chowilla Floodplain including
Coombool Swamp. This large temporary lake sits
high in the landscape and requires a natural flow of
70,000 ML/day to South Australia to begin to fill with
water. Prior to river regulation, Coombool Swamp
received natural flooding every 2–3 years and so was
a near permanent source of water. It now receives
these natural flows much less frequently and during
dry years, water for the environment is pumped into
the swamp to maintain the health of the long lived
vegetation and to provide important refuge habitat for
wildlife.

wetlands and other important sites to support water

Between September 2019 and January 2020 Coombool
Swamp received 5 gigalitres (GL) of water for the
environment from The Living Murray (TLM) program.

years, First Peoples have noticed that swan nests and

for the environment and wetland management. The
tool has been modified to better suit the needs of the
FPRMM. Aboriginal Waterways Assessments are being
undertaken across a range of wetland and floodplain
sites, to enable cultural objectives to be identified and
used to inform water use.
On Monday 16th March 2020, a small team from the
First Peoples Working Group (FPWG) visited Coombool
Swamp to assess the site. The AWA team spotted a
large numbers of water birds using the lake including
a large number of swans and swan nests on Coombool
Swamp. A Traditional Owner waded out to one of
the nests and counted 7 fresh eggs, an exciting find!
FPRMM have always observed where the swans are
most active to locate their nesting areas. In recent
eggs are harder to find these days, perhaps indicating
declining numbers.

The Cultural Value and Importance of
Swans and their Eggs
Fiona Giles, First Peoples Coordinator and a
Traditional Owner explained that “While swans
are not a threatened species, they are culturally
significant and are a totemic animal (Ngatji) to
Traditional Owner groups. Our Elders have taught
us how we are spiritually connected to our Ngatji
and that we have traditional lores and practices
that have to be respected when hunting, killing
and eating Ngatji.”
Ngatji.”
When flooding naturally occurs, swan eggs
(Kungardi Ngartharies) are collected from nests in
the reeds of the back waters and swamps. Swans
build their nests by twining reeds together so the
nest can handle weight and to allow up and down
movement on the changing water levels.
One swan egg is roughly equivalent of 4 chicken
eggs. When swan eggs are collected in the spring
months, one egg is taken from the nest to the
water to test for freshness, if the egg sinks, it’s
fresh. If the egg floats, it has air inside and is
placed back in the nest as it has a formed chick
inside. If there are 5 eggs in a nest, 2–3 eggs can
be taken. Eggs with young inside were rarely
taken, but they were also a delicacy. After touching
the eggs and going near the nest, water would then
be splashed over the entire nest area to rid the site
of any human scent so the swans can return and
incubate the remaining eggs.
In times of hardship, the swan was also hunted
and eaten as they are curious and easily lured to
the water’s edge to humanely kill, a swan without
a partner is always the target. Swan meat is rich
and has to be eaten in moderation or you will get
an upset stomach. The swan’s intestines (Kungardi
Wulcheries) are thoroughly cleaned by running
water through them, they are then dried, dusted in
flour, fried and called “river sausages”. The gizzard
(giblet) is cut open to remove all of the grit before
cooking. All the leftover bones from the swan are
then cooked into a soup.
The wing of a swan would be kept and used as a
broom for sweeping. The feathers are also used
for covering tracks, making feather flowers and
ceremonial practices.

Working together to have additional
environmental water delivered
Recognising that water levels could drop and
expose the nests to predators, the AWA team
worked with Chowilla TLM staff to request
additional water for the environment for Coombool
Swamp. A further 2 gigalitres of water was pumped
into Coombool Swamp to maintain water levels
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within the lake, enabling the swans to complete
their breeding cycle, while also providing amazing
benefits for a range of other water birds including
migratory species.
Cygnets have been observed in the nests and with
their parents on the swamp. A motion activated
camera was set up on Coombool Swamp to record
the progress of the swans and cygnets. When
the footage was shown at the FPWG meeting,
Traditional Owner Philip Johnson commented
“A paradise has been created for the swans”.
Undertaking the AWA during the watering has
enabled the sharing of valuable cultural and
ecological knowledge to improve the management
of the site. The First Peoples and Chowilla TLM staff
are committed to continuing to work together to
undertake more AWA’s at watering sites across the
floodplain and to make improvements to the AWA
program. In undertaking the AWA it was highlighted
how important it is for First Peoples to have
access to sites at Chowilla for cultural activities,
how important water is to this dry and isolated
landscape and the importance of exploring further
learning, training and employment opportunities for
FPRMM at Chowilla.
“A paradise has been created for the swans”
Traditional Owner, Philip Johnson Snr.
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